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To mark the 40th anniversary of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG), NYU Law’s Center for
Transnational Litigation, Arbitration, and Commercial Law and UNCITRAL, the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law, are
hosting a series of webinars to both assess the CISG’s impact over the
last past 40 years.
This webinar will analyze the CISG’s relationship with other instruments
relevant in the international commercial law context, in light also of the
recent finalisation finalization of the HCCH – UNCITRAL – UNIDROIT
Legal Guide to Uniform Legal Instruments in the Area of International
Commercial Contracts (with a focus on sales).
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Franco Ferrari joined the NYU School of Law’s full-time faculty
in Fall 2010, after serving as professor of law at Verona University
(2002-16), Bologna University (1998-2002), and Tilburg University
(1995-98). After serving as a member of the Italian delegation to
various sessions of the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law (UNCITRAL) from 1995 to 2000, he was legal officer at the International Trade Law Division (ITLD) of the United
Nations Office of Legal Affairs from 2000 to 2002, where he was
responsible for numerous projects, including the preparation of the
UNCITRAL Digest of Case Law on the UN Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods. Ferrari has published more than 300 law
review articles and book chapters in various languages and has edited and authored 30 books in the areas of international commercial
law, conflict of laws, comparative law, and international commercial arbitration. He is a recipient of the 2018 Certificate of Merit for
High Technical Craftmanship and Utility to Practicing Lawyers
and Scholars awarded by the American Society of International
Law. He also acts as an international arbitrator both in international commercial arbitrations and investment arbitrations.

Luca Castellani is a legal officer in the UNCITRAL Secretariat.
After graduating in law from the University of Torino, he received
a doctoral degree in comparative law from the University of Trieste
and a master’s degree in international law from New York University. He joined the Office of Legal Affairs of the Secretariat of the
United Nations in 2001 and the UNCITRAL Secretariat in 2004.
Castellani writes on international trade law and comparative law,
dealing with sale of goods, electronic commerce and paperless
trade facilitation, and trade law reform in developing countries.
He has held teaching and research positions at the University of
Asmara (Eritrea), the Università del Piemonte Orientale (Italy),
and the University of Queensland (Australia).

For more
information,
please contact
Franco Ferrari at
franco.ferrari
@nyu.edu
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Francesca Ragno is associate professor of International Law at the School of Law of the
University of Verona, where she teaches Private International Law and Public International Law. She graduated in law ( JD) with honors at the University of Bologna and
obtained her PhD from the University of Verona. Throughout her career, she has researched and lectured in Italy and in several universities abroad, including the University of Heidelberg, NYU (Paris program), and the University of Pittsburgh (as a Fulbright
Distinguished Chair). Her scholarship spans international litigation, conflict of laws, and
international commercial arbitration. Ragno is a qualified attorney in Italy.
Giuditta Cordero-Moss, JD (Rome), PhD (Moscow), Dr.juris (Oslo), is a professor at the
University of Oslo. She publishes and lectures in Norway and internationally within the
fields of contract law, private international law, and arbitration. A former corporate lawyer, she acts as arbitrator in international disputes since 2002. She is a judge since 2007,
and president since 2017, of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Administrative Tribunal; delegate for Norway, UNCITRAL Working Group on Arbitration since 2007; alternate member of the ICC Court of Arbitration since 2018; and
a member of the Curatorium of the Hague Academy of International Law since 2019.
Marco Torsello is a full professor of Comparative Private Law and Transnational Commercial Law at the University of Verona School of Law and coordinator of the Centre
for Excellence in Law, Technology and Social Change (IUSTeC). He is also global professor of Law at NYU School of Law (Law-Abroad Program in Paris) and member of the
International Academy of Comparative Law, the European Law Institute, and the ICC
Commission on Arbitration and ADR. Torsello also has over 20 years’ experience in
private practice, dealing with transnational and multi-jurisdiction disputes in civil and
commercial matters. Since 2017 he has been a partner at ARBLIT–Radicati di Brozolo
Sabatini Benedettelli Torsello, a boutique firm specializing in international commercial
arbitration and litigation.
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